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Legends Heroes: Issue Stone Marshall Legends Heroes is a role-playing
game developed by Wobblyware and published by Arc System Works. The
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game was released on Nintendo Switch in Japan in 2020 and will be
released in other regions in 2021.

Gameplay

Legends Heroes: Issue Stone Marshall Legends Heroes is a turn-based
RPG in which players control a party of up to four characters as they
explore a fantasy world and battle enemies. The game features a grid-
based battle system, in which players can move their characters around the
battlefield and use a variety of attacks and abilities to defeat their
opponents.
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The game also features a class system, with each character able to choose
from a variety of classes, such as warrior, mage, or healer. Each class has
its own unique set of skills and abilities, which players can use to create a
party that is tailored to their own play style.

Characters
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There are a total of 12 playable characters in Legends Heroes: Issue Stone
Marshall Legends Heroes. Each character has their own unique backstory,
personality, and abilities.

Marshall: The main protagonist of the game, Marshall is a young
warrior who is searching for the Issue Stone Marshall Legends Heroes.

Renne: A skilled mage who is traveling with Marshall on his quest.

Reese: A powerful healer who is also traveling with Marshall.

Leon: A skilled swordsman who is searching for his lost sister.

Silva: A mysterious archer who is searching for a cure for her illness.

Claude: A young thief who is trying to make a name for himself.

Mercedes: A princess who is trying to escape from her arranged
marriage.

Wolfgang: A powerful warrior who is searching for a worthy opponent.

Elena: A skilled mage who is trying to learn more about her past.

Anya: A powerful healer who is trying to find a way to cure her
brother's illness.

Max: A skilled swordsman who is trying to avenge his father's death.

Sophia: A mysterious archer who is searching for a lost treasure.

Setting

Legends Heroes: Issue Stone Marshall Legends Heroes is set in the
fantasy world of Etria. Etria is a world that is filled with beautiful
landscapes, ancient ruins, and dangerous creatures. The game's story



takes place on the continent of Alveria, which is home to a variety of
different races and cultures.

Story

The story of Legends Heroes: Issue Stone Marshall Legends Heroes
begins with Marshall, a young warrior who is searching for the Issue Stone
Marshall Legends Heroes. The Issue Stone is a powerful artifact that is
said to grant its user the power to control the world. Marshall believes that
the Issue Stone is the key to saving Etria from a great evil.

As Marshall journeys across Etria, he is joined by a group of companions
who share his goal. Together, they must overcome a variety of challenges
and defeat powerful enemies in order to reach the Issue Stone.

Development

Legends Heroes: Issue Stone Marshall Legends Heroes was developed by
Wobblyware, a Japanese video game developer. The game was directed
by Kazuyuki Kurashima, who is known for his work on the Etrian Odyssey
series.

The game was developed using the Unity game engine. The game's
graphics were created by a team led by Nobuhito Nakanishi, who is known
for his work on the Bravely Default series.

Reception

Legends Heroes: Issue Stone Marshall Legends Heroes received generally
positive reviews from critics. The game was praised for its engaging story,
beautiful graphics, and challenging gameplay. However, the game was also
criticized for its repetitive dungeon crawling and lack of innovation.



Legends Heroes: Issue Stone Marshall Legends Heroes is a solid RPG that
offers a lot of content for players to enjoy. The game's story is engaging,
the graphics are beautiful, and the gameplay is challenging. However, the
game's repetitive dungeon crawling and lack of innovation may put some
players off.

Overall, Legends Heroes: Issue Stone Marshall Legends Heroes is a good
choice for fans of RPGs who are looking for a challenging and engaging
experience.
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